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Aegis Capital enters into an arrangement to service du Pasquier and Company’s retail
and Institutional accounts the business had traditionally done over 6 Million in
annualized revenue.
New York, NY August 19, 2014 Aegis Capital is pleased to announce it has entered into
an agreement where du Pasquier has transferred its customers to Aegis Capital. Aegis
also will be employing the financial advisors and institutional salesman who are servicing
the accounts at du Pasquier. This will include locations in Paris, New York and
Connecticut. The team has been led by Christopher and Dorothy Moran over the past
several decades. du Pasquier and Company has a rich history that’s origins go back to
1930’s and over the years has been run as independent broker dealer and has also been
part of larger financial institutions such as Herzog and Investec Ernst. du Pasquier has
an extensive Institutional account base along with approximately 250 Million in retail
assets, which has generated 6 Million annually.
Robert Eide CEO commented; “We are pleased with the talent that is joining the Aegis
Team”.” This is a natural fit to our existing service capabilities and look forward to
servicing the clients and advisors”.
Phil Michals of Business Development commented; “This transaction has broadened
our institutional and financial advisory relationships “. “We have added a seasoned
team with breath of experience”. “We are excited to have Chris Moran and look forward
to working with his team and levering his skill sets”.
About Aegis- Aegis Capital has been in business for the past 30 years and maintains a
conflict free service platform catering to the needs of private clients, institutions and
corporations. Aegis Capital Corporation was founded in 1984 by, the current CEO and
Chairman. Aegis origins were based on servicing the specific needs of a customer. Today,
we have become a premiere full-service investment banking firm with twelve locations and
employees stretching from Florida to Rochester, NY. We have clients in all 50 states and
overseas. Aegis has been able to bring quality service through its clearing relationships
with Penson and JP Morgan.
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